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Bike and Brew: New York to Seattle

Ride through Winter? Heck Yeah!

4 friends, 60 breweries, 3371 miles, 74 days

Mare’s Winter Survival Guide
By Maryanne Surowiec
The geese no longer fly south, glaciers are melting, and
do not even get me started on the poor, poor polar
bears. Despite global warming, we do still get some
chilly weather here in New Jersey, but if you are prepared, your little piggies will be warm and cozy this
winter. Dress properly, prepare your bike, limit
stopping, prepare to breathe some fresh air, and get rid
of those thoughts about hanging your bike up until
spring because in biking, there doesn’t have to be an
off season!

B&B Crew: Anders, Sara Morrisson, Caroline Rankin, Tracy Montigny

Talk about “living’ the dream”! Four young adventurers
(3 ladies from NYC and 1 lad from Kalamazoo) recently
cycled across the US in celebration of 2 things muchendeared among in the fat-tired faithful: bicycling and
beer.
Continued on Page 4
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You do not need windproof clothing, but it can be your
best friend in the winter. If you have some basic
clothing, you can experiment to determine what works
with your personal thermostat. Below is my typical cold
weather ensemble that works in super cold temps. My
blood has the consistency of a Slush Puppy, so if this
combination keeps me warm in 20 degrees, I am
confident it will keep you warm too from head to toe. I
have oodles and oodles of cold weather gear, but I can
easily pare down to my favorites, which include:
Head: Fleece-lined skullcap that covers the ears. You
will need to loosen your helmet and put in smaller pads,
if possible. Variation: ear band, or balaclava.
Eyes: I always suggest eye protection year round, but
particularly in the winter. It will protect against the
elements and reduce tearcicles (tear icicles).
Upper body: Thin base layer, Craft Windstopper
Crew2, medium weight jacket. My jacket is
not windproof since my crew is. Variation: any base
layers with windproof jacket.
Hands: Thin glove liners layered with heavier fleece
gloves. Variation: windproof gloves, disposible heat
packets.
Legs: Shorts layered with windproof tights outside.
Variation: shorts with regular tights, windproof tights
with chamois, or windproof bibs. I suggest shorts with
tights on the outside because if it warms up, you can
take off your tights without flashing your naughty bits.
Bibs eliminate the gap between your pant’s waistline &
jacket where the cold seeps in.
Continued on Page 5
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Director’s Cut –
from the Executive Director

CONTACTS
Mailing Address:
JORBA
PO Box 673
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550
Board Officers
President: Frank Harms
Vice Pres: Nelson Maldonado
Co-Treasurers: Mick Tormey and Kevin Stout
Secretary: Ellen White
Staff
Executive Director: Jeff Mergler
Pay Dirt Admin: Kevin Stout
Web Admin: Jeff Conklin, Jason Gonsalves, Tom
Hennigan. Brandon Lauerman, Jeff Mergler
Grants Admin: Mick Tormey
Government Liaison: Wally Tunison
Development Committee (Responsibilities include
Membership, Newsletters, Promotions and Industry
Relations)
Ferdie Araga, Brandon Lauerman, Maryanne
Surowiec, Lisa Fortunato, Bob Birmingham, and
Ken Seebeck
Parks
Allaire: Contact: Frank Harms
Allamuchy: Contact: Bob Workman
Cherry Hill: Contact: Jay Jones
Kittatinny Valley: teambulldog at jorba org,
Monmouth County Parks: Contact: Brian Snyder
Morris County Parks: Contact: Greg Murray
Mercer: Contact: Mick Tormey
Ringwood, Ramapo, Jungle Habitat: Contact:
Art White
Round Valley: Contact: Bob Adase
Six Mile Run: Contact: Jason Pace
Somerset County Parks: Contacts: Kirt Mills
(WVP) and Jeff Drobits (Sourland Mtn Preserve)
Wawayanda: Contact: Jeff Stickle
Wildcat/Morris County WMA's: Contact: Norm
Albrecht
Wharton State Forest: Contact: Kurt Widmaier

JORBA is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, non-profit organization.
Donations to JORBA are tax-deductible

Visit us at www.jorba.org

DC: JORBA General Updates
As the light fades and another year fades with it, folks
here at JORBA start reflecting on the successes and
great work done by our volunteers. Although Mother
Nature made riding challenging this season, our
volunteers stepped up splendidly and did an
outstanding job not only holding back the floodwaters
(through corrective trail measures) many parks saw
more new trails and existing trails improved. 2009 not
only gave us mud and monsoon conditions at times but
it’s also been a year of new words to our lexicon;
words like Warm Puppy Rock, Lumpy Bumpy, Otter
Slide, 3 Amigos, Nue Blue and Dickerson Mine. (You‟ll
hear more about these later).
Although trail work is winding down in most parks, the
year end paperwork begins. As park stewards, we
start collecting all of our administrative tasks (this
includes the drudgery of the paperwork itself, but also
tallying the time our crew chiefs require to prepare for
trail work days, flag and pin new trail, meeting with
land managers, etc.), as well as work on special
activities like the Bike Fest and group rides and clinics.
This data all gets compiled and is presented at the
JORBA Annual Meeting which is open to the public
and will be held on 17 January 2010 at Batsto Visitors
Center in Wharton State Forest. A group ride will
precede the meeting and Park Volunteers of the Year
and Pay Dirt Awards will be granted to the winners
after the ride and before the meeting begins. We invite
all JORBA members to participate and join us for the
ride and the meeting. Details should be on
www.JORBA.org by press time of this newsletter.

DC: JORBA Highlights of 2009
On to the highlights of the year for JORBA, and
certainly the most work, is the Bike Fest of which this
nd
year was our “2 Annual” event. Although the rain
limited the turnout compared the prior year, the day
was a success with 400-450 participants present,
$2500 worth of donations to benefit JORBA activities.
This event is a great way to get a good ride, make new
friends (and see old ones), as well as demo a bike or
three. Although Lenosky was unable to do his bike
trials show, Pat “the Human Vise” Kovalatis thrilled a
large crowd and made a few cringe as he exhibited
incredible feats of strength and courage (including
putting his hand in a bear trap). With all that, the
highlight for me once again is the skinny contest of
P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
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which the kids are the most fun to watch. It’s always a
thrill to see how much fun kids have rolling their bikes
along on a couple of 4x4’s. By the way, only one
person cleaned the skinny during competition: a 12
year old boy - twice. That is so cool. (We’re looking
forward to seeing his stunt show at Bike Fest on or
around year 2019!).
To make this all happen takes a great level of
teamwork and dedication. I wish to thank once again
Dawn Casey, Joe Scheneck, Bob and Karen
Workman, Nelson Maldonado, Marc Perez, Brian
Snyder, Lisa Fortunato and all the orange-shirted
volunteers that came out and spent the day managing
the anarchy and keeping things from spinning out of
control. Once again, the day was well run and I am
grateful for everyone’s dedication for their fine work on
nd
the 2 Annual Bike Fest. Until next year…

DC: Honoring Brandon Lauerman
One of our members who’s been a huge help for us all
has been our Event Coordinator for most of 2009,
Brandon Lauerman. Brandon not only kept the JORBA
forums and calendar update with all of our park
activities, he revved up Facebook page for JORBA and
used Twitter to help promote our activities. This has
been a great way for us to get the word out to people
that might be getting their information in alternative
ways to the traditional web page. As if that was
enough, Brandon recorded a series of “what does
JORBA mean to you” videos featuring some of our
avid trail builders and crew chiefs. This was very well
received and is something we are very proud to feature
on our website www. JORBA.org. However, all great
things must come to an end and Brandon has since
been transferred out of state and we wish him and his
family all the best and happy trails. We still talk to
Brandon but he is missed.
But wait, there’s a happy ending here! Stepping right
up to replace Brandon as Events Coordinator is
Maryanne Suroweic (Mare45 on the forums) and we
are thrilled to have her on board. She’s already picked
up the ball and is taking on the task and she’s doing a
fine job. We are looking forward to working with Mare
and we eagerly await her next sharp, witty comment
online!

DC: JORBA in 2010
Looking ahead to 2010, we have 3 big conventions to
attend:
st
The 1 Annual NJ Bike Summit hosted by NJ
Bicycle Coalition on February 24, 2010.
JORBA is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, non-profit organization.
Donations to JORBA are tax-deductible
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The National Bike Summit in Washington DC
on March 9-11, 2010.
The International Mountain Biking Association
World Mountain Bike Summit in May 2010.
At the NJ Bike Summit, we invite you to attend and
hear ways to make cycling in NJ a safer, more
accepted activity in NJ. I urge all JORBA members
that have an interest in road cycling advocacy to attend
st
this 1 annual event. This event should be one of the
year’s highlights and folks like you make it a success!
Details can be found on www.NJBIKE.org.
The National Bike Summit will once again be attended
by JORBA representatives. In 2010, veteran Kevin
Stout will be joined by “newb” Bob Birmingham. This
summit is an important event that advocates cycling as
a transportation alternative (Complete Streets), getting
kids on their bikes (Safe Routes to Schools) and
national level issues that affect mountain biking access
around the nation. Rumor has it that Kevin and Bob
will cycle to the summit! Stay-tuned to see how that
pans out!
The International Mountain Biking Association’s World
Summit will be on the east coast this year (Augusta
GA) and 3 JORBA members (Bob Workman, Frank
Harms and Jeff Mergler) will be attending the powerpacked mountain biking-focused summit to hone
important advocacy skills, renew and refresh contacts
and learn new trail building techniques. Breakout
sessions range from land manager issues, risk
management, bike park construction to sustainable
trail building.
We hope to leverage the knowledge we gain at these
events into better riding opportunities here in the
Garden State. Our focus: new trails, better trails, and
the promotion of bike skills parks and skills features
around the state. This takes time and a full measure of
patience, but we are making progress every year and
things are getting truly exciting. We hope that you’ll
help us help you have a better ride at your local park
by joining us at an event or joining our ranks as a paid
member. Either way we’re a growing happy family and
you’re invited to holiday dinner!
With that JORBA would like to wish you a happy
holiday season and more than a few good rides in the
coming months!
Happy Trails,
Jeff Mergler
Executive Director
P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
JORBA is New Jersey’s IMBA affiliated organization

Bike and Brew - continued
It all began with a conversation earlier this year
between friends Sara Morrisson and Tracy Montigny,
about their mutual love of cycling and beer. What
happened next is nothing short of extraordinary in the
annals of adventuring history. Despite being gainfully
employed with good jobs in the photography industry
(in the midst of a recession/depression no less), Sara
and Tracy boldly decided to quit their jobs and ride
their bikes across the US, visiting as many craftbreweries as possible in 10 weeks. They successfully
convinced 2 others (Caroline and Anders) to each take
an extended work leave to join them; a remarkable feat
by itself, considering Caroline didn’t even like beer.
From here it all seemed to come together … the route
planned, the training completed, the web site/blog
established, the team geared up and loaded … Finally
on August 31, the Bike and Brew Tour officially
departed Brooklyn, NY, tracing an exciting (if not utterly
grueling) route from brewery to brewery, over hill and
dale, through rain or shine all the way to Seattle…
WOW, HOW COOL IS THAT!!
I was lucky enough to discover this story the same day
the team left Brooklyn, and I immediately fired Sara an
email wishing them good luck and safe travels,
promising to follow their progress (and to write this
article at the close of their trip). Sara graciously
responded to my email, and in my reply I told her how
much I admired what they were doing, and while I
fancied the notion that I had 25 more years of
experience and wisdom, it was THEY who in fact
inspired ME… and in a most profound way.
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great people they met along the way. Read their
“Thanks To” list on the Sponsorship link. Read the list
of breweries they visited…. WOW! Read a description
of the route they followed and some of the tough
weather they endured. But the thing that should
impress you most about these 4 individuals is their
unbridled enthusiasm and spirit… you see it in their
faces in every photo.

Samplin’ a Fat Tire at New Belgium Brewery, Boulder, CO

Hey Sarah, Tracy, Caroline and Anders (if you’re
reading this)… BRAVO to all of you, you’re truly
amazing! Thanks for sharing your adventures.
Thanks for entertaining us with all the stories, for
discovering and bringing to us a world of craft brewing
in the US, for reminding us (with stunning photos and
insightful words) what a beautiful country we live in…
and above all, thank you for your love of bicycling and
for your enduring spirit!
Rolling across Nevada – Day 51

I won’t recap the details of their trip here… that I will
leave for you all to enjoy on your own. Please do visit
their web site/blog at http://bikeandbrewtour.com/. If
you want to be truly inspired, just read their daily logs
and all the wonderful places they travelled to and the
JORBA is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, non-profit organization.
Donations to JORBA are tax-deductible
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If you’re ever near Princeton, NJ please drop me a
line… I’d love to take you on a ride with some of the
finest bicycling and beer enthusiasts this side of the
Hudson. All of JORBA salutes you!
Peace, Bob Birmingham


P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
JORBA is New Jersey’s IMBA affiliated organization
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Winter Riding, continued
Feet: Lake winter shoes, of course. I have extremely
cold feet and these are by far the best cold weather
footwear I have used on the bike and with only one pair
of socks. Variation:neoprene booties. Booties saved
me for many years, until I learned of the Lake shoes.
Specifically, I recommend the Performance Neoprene
Bootie. They are made of thick neoprene, have durable
bottoms, and are inexpensive ($20 - $40 depending on
how discounted they are at the time of purchase).
Order a size larger than you would normally wear
though!
Additional tips on winter dress: Layer, layer,
layer…you can always remove clothing. Pack like a girl
(also known as over-packing) and always keep extra
clothes, socks and gloves in the car. They will come in
handy if you are not warm enough, or for example, you
are riding over ice, it cracks, you fall, and land in a
puddle of cold water. Have a change of clothes
available for after your ride because driving
home in cold, wet clothes is the exact opposite of fun.
Cotton is bad. Cotton acts like a sponge with sweat,
absorbing it and holding onto it. Wear synthetic fabrics
only. I found lobster gloves to be useless, but hey, that
is just my biased opinion. Here are the important
things to buy (Pee-Wee Helmet optional):

Now for a few pointers on your bike:
Tires: Snow is a ton of fun to play in, but riding on wet
snow can be damaging to the trails. If the white stuff on
the ground does not fall into the damaging category,
ride on tires with widely-spaced knobs to reduce buildup of snow and ice. Studded tires are great in icy
conditions, but unless you live where you consistently
have ice, they may be a waste of money.
Lube: Ice and snow build up will make your bike sad.
Keep your bike as happy as possible by lubing it
beforehand and cleaning it thoroughly after a ride
through the elements.
Tools: Carry spare parts and tools. Since less people
are out in the cold, there is less of a chance of being
rescued by someone if you have a flat.
Lights: If the trails are off limits, hit the road. In the
dark, reflectors are not enough. Make sure to have a
red blinking light on the seat post and a white light on
the front of your bike or helmet.
Final notes:
Stopping: Maintain your warm body temperature by
pedaling consistently. If you must take a break, slow
your pedaling to recuperate, rather than stopping
completely to let numbness take over.
Snot rockets: Biking + cold = sniffles. If you have the
sniffles, be courteous of those behind you when you
launch your snot rockets!
While I am always whining about the cold and dancing
around in the parking lot to keep warm at the beginning
of a ride, once I start pedaling, I enjoy myself and
afterwards I am always happier to have ridden.
Experiment to find what works for you, but do not let
the cold stop you this winter. Be prepared and I
promise you will have some fun!
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Featured Trail
Lumpy Bumpy / Allamuchy (North)
By Bob Birmingham and Bob Workman

Jimmy Gardner riding the gnar on Lumpy Bumpy

When architect Frank Lloyd Wright was hired to design a
summer retreat for Pittsburgh business mogul Edgar
Kaufman, he was expected to design the house facing
the site’s centerpiece: a beautiful waterfall. Wright
refused to accept the obvious, and instead situated the
now famous Fallingwater virtually over the waterfall,
thereby incorporating the best features of the landscape
right into the design. Few have disputed the sheer
brilliance of this design.
There’s a remote section of trail deep within the interior of
Allamuchy North that is flanked on one side by a wall of
soaring cliffs. I’ve always considered this to be one of
the most beautiful landmarks within Allamuchy, and never
really imagined getting any closer to these majestic
cliffs… that is, until now. Lumpy Bumpy (as this new trail
is called) not only brings you closer to the cliffs, it leads
you up the backside, and literally spills you over the top
of the cliffs, before retreating back into the woods,
gracefully descending around the shoulder, and finishing
beneath its majestic face. Simply put, Lumpy Bumpy
incorporates the best features of the landscape right into
its design. Few may dispute the sheer brilliance of this
trail‟s design.
The trail begins by skirting around the back side of the
cliffs, gradually meandering its way upward through loose
forest, over a series of well-constructed natural obstacles
(which seem to get more challenging as you progress),
eventually reaching the rolling mounds of bedrock that
define the top of the cliffs. This is where the real fun
JORBA is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, non-profit organization.
Donations to JORBA are tax-deductible
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begins. The trail makes a direct assault up the
bedrock, then makes a few wide sweeping passes
across a series of false precipices, eventually
bringing you along the true face, where the trail
turns sharply, dropping down a steep rock bridge to
a tight plateau that skirts perilously close to the
edge, then rolls away down the ridgeline a short
distance before curving back UP and away from the
cliff’s edge. This section is adrenaline-pumping,
technically challenging, and pure excitement.
The trail climbs back into the woods, where it traces
along the tops of a series of undulating rock rollers
(more fun), after which it begins to descend around
the side of the cliff, alternating between smooth
single track and rock obstacles, reminding you to
never let down your guard… a good thing, since
some of the toughest rock obstacles lie ahead in
the final tight and twisty sections. The rock work
incorporated into the last 4-5 turns reminds me of
the Boulderama trail at Sourland… definitely
rideable, yes, but perhaps only after a few tries.
The entire length of Lumpy Bumpy can’t be more
than a mile (if that), yet you’re left feeling like you’ve
ridden a few miles of tough terrain. At the bottom
your heart is racing and your senses overloaded…
and there you stand, staring up the magnificent cliff
face, mouth agape, wondering “what just
happened?”…
Recently I had the pleasure of joining a large
(correction, HUGE) group of about 50 riders, who
were curious to try out Lumpy Bumpy firsthand. I
videotaped riders as they rode along the top of the
cliffs before dropping down the rock bridge. Here is
the video link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oknLm86ArnQ
Everyone who joined the ride unanimously
agreed… Lumpy Bumpy is not only an amazing trail
(from a technical perspective), but also it’s serious
fun. But be forewarned; it’s not for everyone, and
definitely not for the feint-hearted. Intermediate
riders should enjoy this trail, but may also find it
necessary to walk the more difficult sections.
Advanced riders will eat this trail up like candy.
I spoke to Bob Workman, Allamuchy JORBA Lead
and the creative and motivational force behind
Lumpy Bumpy, about the design and construction
of Lumpy Bumpy:

P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
JORBA is New Jersey’s IMBA affiliated organization

BB: First, where did the name, Lumpy Bumpy come
from?
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BW: When we were building this trail we used to refer
to it simply as “the new trail”. One day my wife Karen
asked, “So, you going out to work on Lumpy Bumpy?”
That is how she described the trail, and the name
instantly stuck.

right down and cross the stream, make the first left
up short grunt climb, the exit is on the right just after
the top of the hill; continue pas the exit to the next
intersection and make a right. Go to air conditioner
(on left) and make a right, up the small hill and look
for the entrance to Lumpy on the right! If you start
going downhill you passed the entrance.

BB: What were you trying to achieve with this trail?



BW: As you mentioned above, I too have always
looked up at the cliff face from below and thought: We
need to put a trail up there. When we initially scouted
out the area (over two years ago) we saw there were a
lot of natural features and then there is the view, which
is one of the few unobstructed views in the Park. The
overall thought for the trail was to incorporate as many
natural features into an intermediate/advanced level
trail. The idea was that this trail would be enjoyable to
hikers as well.

Ridin’ a Pump Track –
First Wow
By Bob Birmingham

BB: How long and how many volunteers did it take to
build this trail?
BW: The trail layout and proposal to the NJDEP was
completed about a year and a half ago. Actual work
started on the trail during November 2008, and it was
finished right before Thanksgiving 2009.
Since this was an intermediate/advanced trail we did
not do the work during our normal monthly trail
maintenance session. Rather we started a weekly trail
maintenance session up on Wednesday night this past
summer. A total of 15 individuals worked on the trail
over the past year.
BB: What was the most revealing or satisfying part of
building this trail?
BW: Getting to work with everyone that helped out
with the design and construction of the trail. And riding
it of course!!!
BB: How would you describe this trail in a single
sentence?
BW: Lumpy Bumpy is meant to be a challenging trail,
it’s not meant to be the hardest or easiest trail in the
Park, but if you like a technical challenge it will be just
what you are looking for.
How to find Lumpy Bumpy:
There are several ways to get to Lumpy Bumpy here is
one….from the intersection of the White and Green
Trails, take the White Trail to the east and make first

PT under construction, just before grand opening

You’re seeing them more and more in magazines.
Chances are you’ve seen them in action on
YouTube. You may have heard rumors of secret
ones in your area. You might even catch yourself
gazing out your back door, imagining having one in
your back yard… But while most of us may know
what a backyard pump track is, few have yet to
actually ride one. But that’s starting to change.
Requiring only minimal space, a few mounds of dirt,
some imagination, and little bit of muscle, pump
tracks are beginning to spring up all over NJ. I
recently got MY first chance to ride one, and all I can
say is … Wow!
Fellow JORBA buddy Bob Adase (aka BA) just put
the finishing touches on his very own pump track in
the back yard of his Holland Township home, neatly
tucked away at the back of his property, behind the
shed, hidden by shrubs, and nestled amidst a grove
of tall bamboo… in other words, the perfect setting
for a pump track.
Continued on Page 9
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Spotlight –
JORBA Volunteers of the Year
Pat Biskey – Washington Valley
James “Willy” Wilbur – RVCC

The familiar cut-through trail from Chimney Rock Road
into WVP that ran along the split rail fence next to the
Biskey residence became a social stopping point for
many a rider over the years. Typical greetings ranged
from the obligatory rolling greeting, “Biskeeeeeeey”, to
the full stop “Dude, can I borrow your garden hose?”,
to “Hey Pat, do you have a bottom bracket wrench, I’m
hosed…” Often Pat would be with his family in the
back yard, and we soon came to know Pat’s wife
Christine, daughter Maggie, son Mitchell, and Roxy
(their dog). No matter what, it was reassuring to know
Pat was there, and he was always willing to help. Lord
knows he bailed enough of us out of many jams.
Over the years a growing clan of “Rock regulars” and I
grew to become good friends with Pat. Rarely was
there a group ride at The Rock without Pat. We
explored every inch of the park, made up names for
most of the trails, and somehow together became
actively involved with JORBA. These were great
times.
This Summer the Biskeys’ third child (son Shane) was
born, and by Autumn Pat and family had relocated to
the Pocono Mountains of PA, but not before he left us
with a parting gift in the form of 2 well-conceived and
constructed technical trail features (TTFs): These
included a raised skinny boardwalk section and a
boulder roll-down, both located near the top of the
climb across from the Newman’s Lane lot. Working on
the design with JORBA Somerset Parks lead (and
friend) Kirt Mills, Pat built these in his back yard, and
co-led a volunteer crew in the late Summer to install
the boardwalk on site in a single group effort. I was
fortunate to be part of it, and it was something
special… In many ways I felt it was Pat’s tribute to
The Rock, and our being a part of it was a tribute to
our long-standing friendship with Pat.

Installing a TTF (Technical Trail Feature) at WVP –
Pat Biskey on lead drill (crouching, second from left)

Pat Biskey – Washington Valley
Chances are if you’ve ridden the trails of Washington
Valley Park / Chimney Rock (aka “The Rock”) within
the past ten years, you’ve no doubt crossed trails with
Pat Biskey. He was so often spotted at The Rock,
stories began to circulate that he was raised by trolls
and lived in a tree at the edge of the forest. At least
they were partially correct. Pat DID in fact live at The
Rock, being married to Somerset County Park Ranger,
Christine Biskey and residing in the Ranger’s quarters,
situated … you guessed it… at the edge of the forest.

JORBA is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, non-profit organization.
Donations to JORBA are tax-deductible
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Pat has contributed so much to Washington Valley
Park, JORBA would like to recognize him as Volunteer
of the Year. But perhaps even more than the
countless hours of volunteer work and the awesome
technical features he built, Pat left us with so many
great memories of riding at The Rock, and I will be
forever indebted to him for helping me grow to love
riding at this awesome place. Our friendship will
endure (that’s the good news), but I will personally
miss riding The Rock with him like the good ol’ days.
Thank you, Pat on behalf of JORBA and your friends
So long for now, but certainly not goodbye…
Bob Birmingham, JORBA volunteer, friend, and
“Rock Regular”
P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
JORBA is New Jersey’s IMBA affiliated organization
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Willy Wilbur – RVCC

Pump Track, continued
It was immediately apparent BA had done his
homework, as this was clearly reflected in his simple,
efficient and effective oval design that features a bidirectional crossover in the middle. He researched the
basics of pump track construction (online), including
how to size and space the mounds, and the
recommended diameter and height of the 180 degree
berms at each end. Several of us helped schlep
wheelbarrows full of dirt and to mold the clayish soil
into rollers. It was slow and hard work, but the mere
prospect of riding it seemed to lighten the workload. I
even built up my own idea of a pump track bike for the
grand opening: a steel Zion single speed Frankenbike
built mostly from spare and donated parts. I christened
it the “PTZion”and dedicated it the “official track loaner
bike”.

James "Willy" Wilbur has been an active member of
Ramapo Valley Cycling Club since the early 1990's.
As a member of RVCC, he was an important part of
the work behind the scenes helping to organize both a
National Championship race in 1992, and a World Cup
race in 1993 at Hunter Mountain in New York State.
In the years since then, RVCC has become more of an
advocacy and volunteer based club. Willy has
maintained and built trails at Ringwood State Park,
Ramapo Mountain State Forest, and Jungle Habitat.
He has assisted and co-led trail work sessions every
year. His passion for riding and trail building have led
him to consistently and selflessly contribute his time
and energy to improve Ringwood's trail system. In
2009 he compiled over fifty hours of volunteer trail
work.
Willy is my compatriot, a dedicated volunteer, and a
friend to both the Park and all it's trail users. On behalf
of RVCC and JORBA I am pleased to name Willy as
Volunteer of the Year.
Art White
RVCC/JORBA

Welcome to the Jungle – the back stretch

I must have been in college when the BMX craze hit,
so somehow I missed out on the chance to develop my
“natural” dirt-riding skills. But having watched a few
pump track vids on YouTube, and being an old
skateboarder from the Tony Alva era, I was thoroughly
convinced I’d get my pumping groove on in no time
and be ripping up the track…WRONG! This became
painfully obvious with my first lap, as I clumsily pedaled
and stumbled my way around the track, practically
endoing on every roller… It took a few awkward laps
before I began to settle in and get a feel for the track.
Most first-time reactions to riding a pump track include
“Damn, this is freakin exhausting!”… That’s because
the typical (inexperienced) newbie will try to muscle
his/her way through it… big mistake. In fact it takes
genuine finesse and lots of practice to become
proficient (and efficient) at maintaining your speed
while applying only minimal effort. At first I could only
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get in a lap or two before literally slumping over my
bike, gasping for air… But gradually I started to get a
feel for the spacing of the bumps, the radius of the
turns, and how to get maximum thrust in the troughs
without exerting too much effort. That, plus you start to
build up your “PT-conditioning”… that is, you ride a few
laps, rest and catch your breath, then immediately ride
a few more laps, rest… and so on, each time
shortening your recovery time between rides.
The first time I made it down the stretch under my own
power was a really COOL feeling. But once I really
started getting tuned in to the rollers, and my efficiency
greatly improved, I started feeling like I could give 2 or
3 quick, burst pumps without too much effort, then
back off, requiring only a few maintenance pumps to
maintain my speed. THAT was the WOW factor I was
looking for. It was (and is) a phenomenal feeling.
I’ve still got much improving to do, but my confidence
is high, and now I want my own pump track!
Here’s some video footage of BA and Pat Biskey riding
the track in both directions at a leisurely pace:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLoXSFQgJ2k&featu
re=related

BA, enjoying a spin around his backyard – PT style



Upcoming Events, Meetings
& Miscellaneous Dirt
Whew - this year has just flown by. It seems like we
just finished eating our turkey and now it’s time for the
mad shopping rush. This has been a great year for trail
maintenance, with many of our parks seeing
volunteers in record numbers. For those of us who are
reluctant to put away our shovels for the season, there
are still volunteer opportunities available throughout
the winter months - so be sure to check the JORBA
calendar for TM dates. Please remember that the
lower temperatures tend to delay drainage on the
trails, so you might want to check the Conditions page
before you head out.
http://www2.jorba.org/index.php?title=Trail_Conditions
We at JORBA would like to wish you and yours a great
holiday season and hope that you get all of the bike
goodies on your list.

JORBA needs you!
JORBA is in constant need of volunteers at every level.
Work, household chores, family responsibilities, social
obligations – it’s hard enough to fit in a ride, let alone
find time for building trails. However, if you are unable
to make it to monthly trail maintenance, there are lots
of other options for giving back to the sport we love.
Fortunately, many of them don’t involve traveling any
farther than your computer. Here are some of the skills
we are in search of:
Reporters for our super-informative, witty,
somewhat regular newsletter. We need your help
gathering content, generating ideas and creating
articles for “The Dirt”.
Grant Researchers: We need people to monitor
grant sources by scanning the internet for bicycle
or trail related grant opportunities. Our main
source of Grant money is the RTP program, but
we do need additional sources for bike park
projects, trail marking, equipment, etc.
If you are interested in volunteering, please email us
at: developement@jorba.org
Please support our parks as we work to maintain our
access at parks throughout the state. With your help
we were able to log over 5200 volunteer hours in 2008
and we are setting our sights even higher for 2009.
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Here are some of the upcoming trail maintenance
dates. Start times and other detailed information are
available on www.jorba.org.
12-12
12-13
12-19
12-27

Sourland
Baldpate
Mercer
Baldpate

Paydirt Update

If you have any questions or comments please feel
free to contact me at allaire@jorba.org and please
pass this e-mail on to your friends and riding buddies.
Happy Holidays!!
Sincerely,

Frank Harms
JORBA President

Paydirt: “2009 Race Paydirt Complete”
JORBA Sponsors
The idea of Paydirt was conceived by New Jersey
mountain bike race promoters, Sarah Frost and Wally
Tunison in 1996, and has become an important part of
JORBA volunteer efforts in trail maintenance and trail
building ever since. JORBA Paydirt leads the way
nationwide, with other states having adopted the N.J.
born Paydirt program. Besides Campmor H2H Series
th
racers getting 5 place points for performing 10 hours
of trail work, all JORBA work day volunteers are
entered into a year-end raffle to win bikes and prizes.
Although Pay Dirt has since evolved into a rewards
system for all volunteers, many racers have made trail
work an important part of their race community
responsibilities. Some enjoy it so much that they have
become major contributors to JORBA’s volunteer
force. JORBA would like to thank the top ten
volunteers in the 2009 Campmor H2H Series:
nd

Art White, 2 place Pro: 103 hours trail work
nd
Brandon Lauerman, 2 place Cat 3: 63 hours trail
work
th
James Wilbur, 5 place Cat 1: 50 hours trail work
rd
Ellen White, 3 place Cat 1: 47 hours trail work
th
Robert Adase, 20 place Cat 2: 45 hours trail work
th
Kirt Mills, 8 place Cat 2: 42 hours trail work
nd
Adam Vandenbos, 2 place Cat 2 Junior: 41 hours
trail work
th
Dan Mathews, 8 place Cat 2: 37 hours trail work
Jeff Stickle, 14th place Cat 2: 37 hours trail work
th
Dave Van Wart, 6 place Cat 1: 36 hours trail work
Stay tuned for year-end Paydirt raffle and awards!

We would like to acknowledge and thank our sponsors
for their continued support of JORBA and its mission:
Level A – Title Sponsor ($1000)
Cycle Craft – Parsippany and Long Valley, NJ
Cycleworks – Route 206 Stanhope, NJ
Marty’s Reliable – Morristown, Randolph and
Hackettstown, NJ
Bicycle Pro – Bordentown, NJ
Level B – Big Ring ($500)
Subaru of Mt. Olive/Saturn of Denville,
Livingston and Mt. Olive
Action Bicycle
Montclair Bikery
Waste Management
Level C – Fat Tire Friend ($250)
Bicycle Hub of Marlboro
Princeton Tec
Level D – Cool Shop ($100)
Town Cycle, West Milford, NJ
2009 National Bike Summit Sponsors
Action Bicycle
Fuji Bikes
Finish Line
Tifosi Sales
Other Supporters

BikeFest 2010

Tool Lines

JORBA is pleased to announce that the 2010 Bike
th
Fest is "tentatively" scheduled for June 5 , 2010 (rain
th
date June 6 ). Stay tuned for further details.
Remember, JORBA continues to grow. We need your
continued support more than ever. You dig? We do!
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Clean Fill – Rants, Raves &
Other Contributions

somehow fancied our genomic composition to be
slightly more warped, lycra-phobic, and rebellious than
the average Joe roadie. This made us feel better …

The Mutant Rides
(by MontclairBobbyB)
You must be wondering, “What the heck is a „mutant‟
ride?” The word “mutant” (at least our contextual
abuse of the word) originated from the Chunk666 bike
gang, heroes of the bicycling underworld (Google
them, you‟ll see why). My friend, who goes by the
alias BikeGremlin borrowed the term from the
Chunksters to describe a particular type of road ride;
on older retro-style mountain bikes that have been
adapted (or “mutated”) to serve a purpose much more
noble than for which they were originally designed.
The word began to take on deeper meaning when
describing our rides that combined dirt roads with
paved roads.
You see, within my immediate tribe we are mountain
bikers, first and foremost. Several of us have dabbled
in road-riding, even going so far as to buy new, super
light and fast road bikes, only to later sell them off at
huge losses on eBay. Although not quite as traumatic
as unloading a mid-life-crisis Harley, this was still
pretty painful for several of us.
As part of our healing therapy we began reluctantly
hitting the roads on whatever bike in our broods most
closely resembled a road bike. We’d pull our old
mountain bikes with rigid forks down from the garage
rafters, throw a set of slick balloon tires on them, and
then travel over remote, out-of-the-way dirt or badly
pot-holed roads, hoping to minimize our chances of
encountering real roadies (out of shame), and to make
our road-riding experience as bitter and un-enjoyable
as possible. But our plan backfired. Instead we found
that we really enjoyed these rides. From my
perspective, they helped me forget about the
Nantucket yuppie who stole my Felt F50 on eBay, and
these gave us a renewed (if not false) sense of pride
that we weren‟t really “roadies”… Not that there’s
anything bad about being a roadie… but somehow in
our tribe we had been raised to believe that spending
more time riding on-road than off-road robs one’s soul
of its power, and of its positive chi. Deep down we
knew we had roadie genes in our core, but we
JORBA is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, non-profit organization.
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A classic “mutant’ - 1991 Trek 950… transformed

Lately several factions (or subcultures) have begun to
emerge within our tribe: the Freeriders, (rulers of
Boulderama and anything you can huck);; the Roadies
(who secretly wear carbon-fiber underwear and for
whom we pray nightly for their lost chi), and the
Mutants (who believe in the fundamental truth that
ANY bike can be ridden with proper tires and attitude,
and any surface is fair game). I consider myself to be
a spiritual force among the Mutants.
Lately, (perhaps because of my new mutant interests) I
am in a state of denial about living in NJ. I have begun
to see Jersey, NOT as an overgrown jungle of fourlane highways, cars and trucks, but a land rich in
secret bicycle routes…. lots of them… some lie on the
surface in full view; others lie hidden from normal
people. There are lots of bicycle “corridors” and routes
out there that can only be seen by the mutant
underworld… you just have to have the proper frame
of mind to know where to look for them.
I recently tested this theory with a mixed group from
the tribe… I told them we would be riding on dirt and
paved roads through some very exclusive sections of
an upscale NJ community, and the only thing we would
encounter would be horses and Range Rovers… This
scared off a few, but to my surprise a few agreed to
come along. I made sure everyone got hooked up with
some kind of fat-tired, mountain-bike-turned-mutant
“road beast”, and we had ourselves a great ride,
mixing it up over lightly-travelled dirt and paved roads.
By all accounts everyone really enjoyed this ride, and a
few were even talking about how they could convert
P.O. Box 673, Princeton Junction, NJ
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their old steel hardtails hangin in their garage... I knew
we were onto something.
Fast-forward a few months. A handful of us rode what
I referred to as the “Mutant Century”; a 100-mile
mixed-terrain epic from High Point State Park (in
Northwest NJ) to our respective homes (mostly in
Central Jersey). Fat-slicked 29ers were the preferred
bike, but my Fargo encountered hub issues, and I
ended up completing the ride on my fully-rigid Salsa
Ala Carte (26er) with slicks. The route included at
least 50% dirt roads or off-road trails; and the balance,
lightly traveled paved back roads. This was a total
blast, and everyone seemed to really enjoy
themselves.
Salsa Fargo – Modern day mutant

These were arguably my favorite rides of the year, and
I am certain I will do at least 2-4 of these rides each
year from now on; they’re simply that much fun. While
I remain a mountain biker at heart, and I’m not likely to
sell any of my mountain bikes any time soon, this style
of riding has definitely found a place in my heart… It’s
a kind of care-free riding that celebrates bicycling for
the sheer love and adventure of it, without worrying
about the weight of my bike, how many calories I’m
burning, how fast or hard I’m pushing or how many
miles I’m riding… just loving my bike and loving life.
Peace,
BB
High Point State Park (Lake Rutherford)

About six weeks ago we had half a dozen join for a
follow-up ride known as the “Skylands Mutant Epic”, a
30 or so mile ride from High Point to Millbrook Village,
riding mostly on trail, but remaining entirely within the
borders of High Point State Park, Stokes State Forest
and the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation
Area. Some brought along their mountain bikes;
others brought their mutant rides. I wore no lycra…
only comfy hiking clothes. I rode my Salsa Fargo,
which handled the terrain marvelously in grand style
and superior comfort.
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Mud in Your Eye – Parting Shot(s)

Winter at Ringwood Lot C

The RVCC Boulder Crew

(seen through the eyes of Ellen White)
The ancient Egyptians and Mayans have nothing over
these guys… When it comes to setting boulders in place,
the RVCC Boulder Crew is tops. Brain over braun is key
to moving giant rocks, and here Art White and Willy
Wilbur masterfully demonstrate how it’s done.
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